This specification describes the situation of the Belgacom network and
services. It will be subject to modifications for corrections or when the network
or the services will be modified. Please take into account that modifications can
appear at any moment. Therefore, the reader is requested to check regularly
with the most recent list of available specifications that the document in one's
possession is the latest version.
Belgacom can't be held responsible for any damages due to the use of a version
of this specification which is not included in the most recent list of available
specifications (list always available with a request to the e-mail address
mentioned in the underneath paragraph).
Whilst every care has been taken in the preparation and publication of this
document, errors in content, typographical or otherwise, may occur. If you
have remarks concerning its accuracy, please send a mail to the following
address belgacom.uni.spec@belgacom.be and your remark will be transmitted
to the right Belgacom department.

The User Network Interface Specifications published via Internet are available
for your information but have no official value. The only documents with an
official value are printed on a specific paper.
If you want to get an official version of this User Network Interface
Specification, please order it by sending your request by mail to
belgacom.uni.spec@belgacom.be
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0. Document history
Every update of this document results in a complete new version with new version number
and release date.
Version
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1.0
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2.0

22 September 2009

3.0

03 June 2014

Main or important changes since previous version


Initial version

 Extension spectrum
 Update for VDSL2 Vectoring
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1. Scope
The goal of this document is to provide the technical specifications of the User To
Network Interface (UNI) for VDSL2 equipment to be connected to the Belgacom network.
As VDSL2 may provide a variety of bearer channels in conjunction with other services,
this document deals with the VDSL2 service on the same pair with PSTN services.
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2. Definitions and abbreviations
2.1.

Definitions

For the purposes of the present document, the following terms and definitions apply:
downstream: transmission in the direction of LT towards NT (network to customer
premise)
upstream: transmission in the direction of NT towards LT (customer premise to
network)
2.2.

Abbreviations

For the purposes of the present document, the following abbreviations apply:
AN
CPE
DSL
FTTCab
FTTN
HPF
ISDN
LPF
LT
NT
ONU
PSTN

Access Node
Customer Premises Equipment
Digital Subscriber Line (or Loop)
Fibre To The Cabinet
Fibre To The Node
High Pass Filter
Integrated Services Digital Network
Low Pass Filter
Line Termination
Network Termination (at the customer premise end of the line)
Optical Network Unit
Public Switched Telephone Network

PSD

Power Spectral Density (usually quoted in dBm/Hz, and in the present
document is restricted to single sided PSDs).
User Network Interface
Upstream Power Back-Off
Very high speed Digital Subscriber Line
Very high speed Digital Subscriber Line 2
VDSL2 transceiver unit
VTU at the ONU (or central office, exchange, cabinet, etc., i.e., operator end
of the loop)
VTU at the remote site (i.e., subscriber end of the loop)
Far-End Cross Talk
Near-End Cross Talk

UNI
UPBO
VDSL
VDSL2
VTU
VTU-O
VTU-R
FEXT
NEXT

2.3.

Conventions

According to the conventions also used into the Broadband Forum Technical
Recommendations, the words SHALL, SHALL NOT, SHOULD, SHOULD NOT and MAY has
to be understood as follows:
SHALL

This word, or the term “REQUIRED”, means that the definition is an
absolute requirement of the specification.
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SHALL NOT

This phrase means that the definition is an absolute prohibition of
the specification.

SHOULD

This word, or the adjective “RECOMMENDED”, means that there
may exist valid reasons in particular circumstances to ignore this
item, but the full implications must be understood and carefully
weighed before choosing a different course.

SHOULD NOT

This phrase, or the phrase "NOT RECOMMENDED" means that
there may exist valid reasons in particular circumstances when the
particular behavior is acceptable or even useful, but the full
implications should be understood and the case carefully weighed
before implementing any behavior described with this label.

MAY

This word, or the adjective “OPTIONAL”, means that this item is
one of an allowed set of alternatives. An implementation that does
not include this option MUST be prepared to inter-operate with
another implementation that does include the option.
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3. System reference model
Figure 1 (equivalent to Figure 5-4/G.993.2) shows the reference model used for VDSL2.
At the network side the VDSL2 transceiver unit (VTU-O) resides at the VDSL2 Line
Termination (LT) cards contained by the access node and can be located as well in the
central office as in a remote location in a FTTCab or FTTNode deployment scenario. From
the LT existing unscreened twisted metallic access wire-pairs are used to convey the
broadband (VDSL2) and narrowband (PSTN) signals to and from the customer’s
premises. The characteristics of the local loop are described in annex A.
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Figure 1: Generic reference model
At the CPE side the VDSL2 NT (Network Termination) contains the VDSL2 transmission
functionality (VTU-R) as well as the high pass filter functionality (HPF). In terms of
VDSL2 signals the U-R and U-R2 interfaces are thus equivalent (see also note 3 to Figure
5-4/G.993.2 ). A master (centralised) low pass filter splitter (LPF) is used to isolate
narrowband (PSTN) and broadband VDSL2 transmission signals on the customer
premises wiring.
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4. VTU-R requirements
Some requirements in this document have impact on the VTU-R hardware and are
necessary to protect the other lines, e.g. dimensioning of the dying gasp capacitors.
4.1 VDSL2 operational modes and interoperability combinations
The VTU-R shall be interoperable against VDSL2 lines cards used into the Belgacom
network; those include the Alcatel-Lucent NDLT-G and NVLT-D line cards.
The operational mode specifies according to which standard a xDSL system is functioning
and when necessary it specifies also the relevant annex.
The operational modes applicable to VDSL2 lines into Belgacom network are
 G.993.2 Annex B
 G.993.5 (Vectoring with vectoring gains enabled) aka G.Vector
 G.993.2 Annex Y (full Vectoring Friendliness)
 G.993.5 without Vectoring gains to emulate the Friendliness

The possible interoperability combinations that may be encountered into Belgacom Network are as
follows:
VTU-R

Line card
NVLT-D
NDLT-G
NDLT-G

VTU-R

NDLT-G

NDLT-G

Mode
Legacy G.993.2
Annex B
Legacy G.993.2
Annex B
G.993.5 Vector
Mode
Vector-Friendly
Mode realized via
G.993.5 with
vectoring gains
disabled
Vector-Friendly
Mode realized via
G.993.2 Annex Y
(full Vectoring
Friendliness)

Minimum Start
Frequency
f0L >= 120kHz
f0L >= 25kHz
f0L >= 25kHz

f0L >= 25kHz

f0L >= 25kHz

The VTU-R shall support all combinations corresponding to Legacy Mode and at least one
of the combinations corresponding to Vector-Friendly Mode.

4.2 Vectoring
When operating in G.993.2 annex B mode, in most cases, the limiting factor for the
attainable bit rate is the crosstalk generated by the signals of neighbouring lines.
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When operating into vectoring mode (G.993.5), the negative impact of the crosstalk is
mitigated in downstream via pre-compensation and in upstream via post-cancelation.
This results in great improvements in attainable bit rates.
Pre-compensation consists in subtracting from the useful output signal at DSLAM side,
before transmission, the contribution that will be added to the signal via crosstalk from
the other lines.
This requires determining before transmission the crosstalk signal that will be generated
on the line. To do this for a specific line, the system must know what will be transmitted
on the other lines (which is known, in downstream, at DSLAM side) and the crosstalk
transfer function between the other lines and the concerned line.
Post-cancelation consists in subtracting from the received signal the FEXT that was
created by other lines.
To do this for a specific line, the system must know what has been received by the other
lines (which is known, in upstream, at DSLAM side) and the crosstalk transfer function
between the other lines and the concerned line.
The determination of the crosstalk transfer function between lines is thus a key element
for the correct functioning of the vectoring. This requires functionalities that are not
present into G.993.2 Annex B.
As a consequence, if a line-1 is operating in G.993.5 (vectoring) mode and line-2
operating in G.993.2 Annex B, the system will be unable to estimate the crosstalk
transfer function between line-2 and line-1. As a result, the system will be unable to
mitigate the FEXT crosstalk that line-2 will generate on line-1 and the vectoring line-1
will be penalized in bitrate and stability.
Therefore the operational modes G.993.2, other than Annex Y, shall not be allowed for
transmission above 2,208MHz on nodes where the G.993.5 is used. Otherwise it would
annihilate the benefit of deploying G.993.5 capable equipment.
The G.993.2 annex Y is an annex that adds the necessary functionalities to G.993.2 such
that the crosstalk transfer function of the lines operating in that mode towards other lines
that are operating in G.993.5 mode can be estimated both in upstream and downstream.
Therefore this mode is called full Vector Friendly mode and may be allowed on nodes
where the G.993.5 is used (under the condition that the VTU-R has also the hardware
capability, like dying gasp and support of L3 request, to enable the functionalities that
are needed to protect the vector lines when leaving showtime).
The Annex Y has been added to G.993.2 because it is possible that some legacy modems
deployed before the introduction of G.993.5 do not have the hardware capability to be
upgraded to a G.993.5 compliant version. The G.993.2 annex Y, that is less complex than
the G.993.5, allows those modems to be made G.Vector Friendly in order not to block the
deployment of vectoring, while still using a full spectrum signal.
It is likely that new modems will be designed to be at least hardware ready for G.993.5
and that a VTU-R vendor proposes upgrades to support the G.993.5 as soon as possible.
In that context, it is likely that VTU-R vendors proposing a recent VTU-R hardware will
skip the G.993.2 Annex Y and propose a VTU-R that supports G.993.2 Annex B and
G.993.5 but not G.993.2 Annex Y.
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If a specific operator would prefer not to benefit from the higher bit rate of G.993.5 with
a VTU-R supporting G.993.5 and not supporting G.993.2 Annex Y, the VTU-R could
operate in G.993.5 mode without the gains to emulate the friendliness.
A G.Vector system has to adapt itself to fierce crosstalk and signal variations that may be
created by lines that are turned off or that resynchronize and lines that are broken. To
make that possible, without creating errors and resynchronizations for the G.Vector lines,
the VTU-R, in all modes, must support some features like dying gasp, L3 request,
detection of broken line that have a direct impact on the hardware.

4.3 General requirement for all modes
General requirement for all modes

The VTU-R shall not cause harm to the existing vectored, vector friendly and G.993.2 legacy lines, e.g.
the bit rate performance, line stability and robustness and initialization times of the existing lines
shall not be adversely impacted.
DSL inventory data coding: to allow accurate identification of the VTU-R, the following requirements
shall apply for as long as the VTU-R is physically connected to the Belgacom network:
 The xTU-R system vendor ID (G.997.1 section 7.4) shall contain the vendor name
 The xTU‑R G.994.1 vendor ID (G.997.1 section 7.4) shall contain the chipset vendor name
and if possible the chipset HW version and the chipset FW version
 The xTU-R version number (G.997.1 section 7.4) shall contain abbreviated values of the TR181 objects Device.DeviceInfo.ProductClass, Device.DeviceInfo.HardwareVersion and
Device.DeviceInfo.SoftwareVersion separated by dots ("."). This abbreviation is required to
meet the limitation of 16 ASCII characters for the xTU-R version number, but shall still enable
a unique identification of the HW model, the HW revision and the SW version. For the
Device.DeviceInfo.ProductClass this abbreviation shall consist of removing all information
that is not particular to a given HW model (for instance vendor name or generic product line
information etc.). For the Device.DeviceInfo.HardwareVersion no abbreviation shall apply.
For the Device.DeviceInfo.SoftwareVersion this abbreviation shall consist of removing all
ASCII characters (like "." dots) that are used to indicate the SW hierarchy.
 The xTU-R serial number (G.997.1 section 7.4) shall contain the same value as the TR-181
object Device.DeviceInfo.SerialNumber
4.4 G.993.2 general VTU-R requirements

VDSL2 support and support of specific annexes
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.993.2 (2006-02)
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.993.2 corrigendum 1
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.993.2 amendment 1
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.993.2 amendment 1 corrigendum 1
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.993.2 corrigendum 2
The VTU-R shall be HW Ready to be compliant to G.993.2 amendment 2. It shall be possible to make
the VTU-R compliant via SW upgrade or remote management.
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.993.2 amendment 3
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.993.2 amendment 4
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The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.993.2 corrigendum 3
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.993.2 amendment 5
The VTU-R shall support VDSL2 profiles 8a, 8b, 8c, 8d, 12a, 12b, 17a
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.993.2 Annex B
The VTU-R shall support band plan 998 with f0L = 120 kHz, f0H = 276 kHz , f1 = 276 kHz and limit
mask PSD B8-6
The VTU-R shall support band plan 998 with f0L = N/A, f0H = N/A, f1 = 138 kHz and limit mask PSD
B8-7
The VTU-R shall support band plan 998 with f0L = 120 kHz, f0H = 276 kHz , f1 = 276 kHz,
downstream band DS2 not in use and maximum frequency used in showtime <= 5200 kHz.
The VTU-R shall support band plan 998 with f0L = 120 kHz, f0H = 276 kHz , f1 = 276 kHz, bands US1
and DS2 not in use and maximum frequency used in showtime <= 3745 kHz.
The VTU-R shall support band plan 998 with f0L = 120 kHz, f0H = 276 kHz , f1 = 276 kHz, bands US1
and DS2 not in use and maximum frequency used in showtime <= 2800 kHz.
The VTU-R shall support band plan 998ADE17 with f0L = 120 kHz, f0H = 276 kHz, f1 = 276 kHz and
limit mask PSD B8-12
The VTU-R shall support band plan 998ADE17 with f0L = N/A, f0H = N/A, f1 = 276 kHz and limit mask
PSD B8-10
The VTU-R shall support band plan 998ADE17 with f0L = 120 kHz, f0H = 276 kHz, f1 = 276 kHz,
downstream band DS3 not in use and maximum frequency used in showtime <= 11995 kHz.
Bit swapping: the VTU-R shall support bit swapping down to 0 bit loading in the downstream and
upstream direction and it should also be able to return upward from 0 bits to non-zero bits
When the bit swapping is not correctly optimized, enabling the bit swapping may lead to line stability
and robustness issues. Therefore, it shall be possible enable or disable bit swapping.
Support for G.993.2 Annex K.3 and G.993.2 Annex N (EFM 802.ah 64/65)
Support for all MIB-controlled DS PSD masks (up to 32 breakpoints) and US PSD masks (up to 16
breakpoints) meeting the constraints and requirements as described in G.993.2 section 7.2.1.1
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.993.2 amendment 6 revised CI policy
Since the CIpolicyn may have impact on line stability and unstable lines may disturb the other lines,
the VTU-R shall enable adaption of the CIpolicyn value. This could be done via SW upgrade or via
remote management. By default the VTU-R shall implement CIpolicyn = 2.
The VTU-R shall support transmitter referred virtual noise (TXREFVN) (SNRM_MODE = 2) in the DS
direction as defined in G.993.2 section 11.4.1.1.6.1.2
The VTU-R shall be HW ready to support the receiver referred virtual noise (SNRM_MODE = 3). It
shall be possible to make the VTU-R compliant via SW upgrade or remote management.
The VTU-R shall be HW ready to support for virtual noise scaling factors (SNRM_MODE = 4). It shall
be possible to make the VTU-R compliant via SW upgrade or remote management.
The VTU-R shall be HW ready to support bit swapping according to the requirements defined in the
chapter "Clarifications to the on-line reconfiguration of bi values (corrigendum)" section 13.2.1 of
Amendment 8 of G.993.2 consented in September 2011. It shall be possible to make the VTU-R
compliant via SW upgrade or remote management.
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Support of dying gasp: After power OFF or power CUT the VTU-R shall be capable to send at least 3
consecutive loss of power (LPR) indicator bits. This requires that the VTU-R has a dying gasp capacitor
dimensioned such that the VTU-R is capable to send the LPR indicator bits.
Remark: Into the section about requirements to protect G.Vector line it is also required that the
dying gasp capacitor is dimensioned such that the VTU-R is capable to maintain the line termination
unchanged at least during 70ms, and preferably 100ms, after the power cut.
Although the VTU-R must support L3 request in vectoring or vector friendly mode as specified in
section 4.6, L3 request will not be active when operating in legacy G.993.2 mode against NVLT-D.
Physical layer management
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.997.1 (04/09)
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.997.1 Corrigendum 1 (11/2009)
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.997.1 Amendment 2
4.5 Requirements related to Handshaking

Handshaking
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.994.1 (02/2007)
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.994.1 Amendment 1 (11/2007)
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.994.1 Amendment 2 (04/2008)
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.994.1 Amendment 3 (03/2009)
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.994.1 Amendment 5
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.994.1 Amendment 6
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.994.1 Amendment 7
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.994.1 amendment 8
The VTU-R shall be HW ready to support standardization evolutions that allow for a better
management of specific interoperability combinations. See for example ITU-T contribution 11BM034. It shall be possible to make the VTU-R compliant via SW upgrade or remote management.
Carrier Set
Note: the Alcatel-Lucent NVLT-D and NDLT-G VDSL2 line cards deployed by Belgacom may use
different handshake tone sets. This may impact the G.hs tone set management requirements for a
given CPE to obtain good interoperability quality. Please contact Alcatel-Lucent for more information
In order to limit the vectoring initialization times, the line configurations for G.Vector and G.Vector
Friendly modes do not allow the use of V43 carrier set at DSLAM side. The VTU-R shall support this.
In order to protect the network potential for Upstream Vectoring the CPE should not use the V43
G.hs carrier set when connected to a line configured into Vector or Vector Friendly mode.
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4.6 VTU-R Requirements to protect G.Vector lines
In addition to the other requirements defined in this document, the requirements in this
section are applicable to the VTU-R for all of following modes:
 G.993.5 (Vectoring with the vectoring gains enabled)
 G.993.2 Annex Y (full Vectoring Friendliness)
 G.993.5 without Vectoring gains to emulate the Friendliness

VTU-R Requirements to protect G.Vector lines
The VTU-R out-of-band transmission PSD level shall be below -100dBm/Hz in the frequency ranges
[2,208MHz..3,575MHz], [5,375MHz..8,325MHz] and [12,175MHz..17,6MHz] as specified into G.993.2.
Future revision of this document may require the VTU-R out-of-band transmission PSD level to be
below -110 dBm/Hz, in the frequency ranges [2,208MHz..3,47MHz], [5,48MHz..8,22MHz] and
[12,28MHz..17,6MHz], if NEXT levels in the field are such that an Out-of-band transmit PSD of 100dBm/Hz risk to impact negatively the stability, robustness or bit rate performances of the
vectored lines with vectoring gains enabled. A requirement of -110dBm/Hz is expected to be feasible
for the majority of recent VTU-R.
The VTU-R shall support Orderly Shutdown as described in G.993.5 section 9.1. This implies support
for the G.Vector modified L3 request. This functionality is required to enable the vectoring system to
adapt itself to the brutal FEXT variations in the cable that occurs when a line shuts down. It is
therefore needed to protect the lines operating in G.Vector mode.
The VTU-R shall support “L3 Request by VTU-R” as described in G.993.5 section 8.3.1, in order to
support the orderly shutdown.
The VTU-R shall support “L3 Request by VTU-O” as described in G.993.5 section 8.3.2, in order to
support the orderly shutdown.
In the case of loss of power the VTU-R shall take following actions:
 Start to send the lpr indicator bit continuously until the upstream transmission is ceased as
described below.
 Stop the upstream transmission after the activation of a programmable trigger but without
changing directly the line termination impedance.
o This requires continuing powering the active elements of the line termination.
o The VTU-R shall maintain the line termination impedance unchanged until at least
70ms, and preferably 100ms, after the VTU-R is aware of the loss of power.
o The dying gasp capacitors shall be dimensioned accordingly.
The programmable trigger to stop the upstream transmission shall typically allow for the
transmission of 2 or 3 LPR indicator bit, but in any case the VTU-R shall be hardware capable to send
at least 3 indicator bits.
It shall be possible to update the programmable trigger via SW upgrade or remote management.
When the VTU-R detects that the DS signal drops out during a certain time interval (“Disorderly
Leaving Time Threshold”), the VTU-R shall stop transmitting the US signal immediately (within
maximum 4 DMT symbols). Otherwise in case of line broken at DSLAM side the VTU-R will disturb the
G.Vector functioning in upstream direction of the other lines. At this stage it is not possible to define
what would be the optimum implementation possibility for detection of DS signal drops (over all
active tones or a subset of active tones,...). Therefore the VTU-R shall be flexible to adapt this
implementation via SW upgrade or remote management.
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The VTU-R shall enable to adapt the Disorderly Leaving Time Threshold. This could be done via SW
upgrade or via remote management. The OLO will be responsible to manage the deployed VTU-R
such that he Disorderly Leaving Time Threshold always matches Belgacom recommendation. The
current recommendation is 2.5s.
Recommended VTU-R functionalities to protect G.Vector lines from other lines leaving showtime
The VTU-R power-down button should trigger a software controlled power down procedure,
instigating an “Orderly Shutdown” with L3 request by the VTU-R. This functionality enables the
vectoring system to adapt itself to the brutal FEXT variations in the cable that occurs when a line shut
downs. It is therefore needed to protect the lines running in G.Vector mode.
Any loss of AC mains on the external AC/DC converter and any loss of DC mains at the VTU-R side
should trigger a software controlled power down procedure, instigating an “Orderly Shutdown” with
L3 request by the VTU-R
4.7 VDSL2 vector friendliness VTU-R requirements
Requirements in this section will be applicable to the VTU-R for all of following modes:
 G.993.2 Annex Y (full Vectoring Friendliness)
 G.993.5 without Vectoring gain to emulate the Friendliness
Before the activation of the Vectoring in the network, new VTU-R to be introduced and
that are intended to run in one of the mentioned mode must be hardware ready to
support those requirements. If necessary to make the VTU-R compliant, the operators
shall have the capability to upgrade the VTU-R (in the field) before the activation of
Vectoring.

VDSL2 vector friendliness VTU-R requirements
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.993.2 Annex Y.
Alternatively: The VTU-R shall support G.993.5 mode but without activation of the Vectoring gains to
emulate the friendliness.
The VTU-R shall still interoperate with the installed base of VDSL2 line cards not supporting G.993.2
Annex Y (amongst others NVLT-D line card).
The VTU-R shall support DS FDPS (frequency dependent pilot sequences) with a periodicity of tones
as described in G.993.5 section 7.2
The VTU-R shall support Showtime updating of the US pilot sequence as described in G.993.5 section
8.2
The VTU-R shall support band plan 998 with (upstream) f0L = 25 kHz, f0H = 276 kHz and
(downstream) f1 = 276 kHz.
The VTU-R shall support band plan 998 with (upstream) f0L = 25 kHz, f0H = 276 kHz and
(downstream) f1 = 276 kHz, downstream band DS2 not in use and maximum frequency used in
showtime <= 5200 kHz.
The VTU-R shall support band plan 998 with (upstream) f0L = 25 kHz, f0H = 276 kHz and
(downstream) f1 = 276 kHz, bands US1 and DS2 not in use and maximum frequency used in
showtime <= 3745 kHz.
The VTU-R shall support band plan 998 with (upstream) f0L = 25 kHz, f0H = 276 kHz and
(downstream) f1 = 276 kHz, bands US1 and DS2 not in use and maximum frequency used in
showtime <= 2800 kHz.
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The VTU-R shall support band plan 998 with (upstream) f0L = 25 kHz, f0H = 276 kHz and
(downstream) f1 = 276 kHz, bands US1 and DS2 not in use and maximum frequency used in
showtime <= 2200 kHz.
The VTU-R shall support band plan 998ADE17 with (upstream) f0L = 25 kHz, f0H = 276 kHz and
(downstream) f1 = 276 kHz.
The VTU-R shall support band plan 998ADE17 with (upstream) f0L = 25 kHz, f0H = 276 kHz and
(downstream) f1 = 276 kHz, downstream band DS3 not in use and maximum frequency used in
showtime <= 11995 kHz.
Above requirements are very likely to be updated when VDSL2 standardization will
continue to progress and Belgacom will gain field experience with the G.vector
Friendliness mode.
4.8 VDSL2 vector VTU-R requirements
In addition to the other requirements defined in this document, the requirements in this
section will be applicable to the VTU-R in G.993.5 (Vectoring with vectoring gains
enabled) mode.

VDSL2 vector VTU-R requirements
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.993.5
The VTU-R shall still interoperate with the installed base of VDSL2 line cards not supporting G.993.5
(amongst others NVLT-D line card).
The VTU-R shall support DS FDPS (frequency dependent pilot sequences) with a periodicity of tones
as described in G.993.5 section 7.2
The VTU-R shall support showtime updating of the US pilot sequence as described in G.993.5 section
8.2
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.998.4 (G.INP) in downstream and upstream direction in
conjunction to VDSL2
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.998.4 (G.INP) corrigendum 1
The VTU-R shall be compliant to G.998.4 (G.INP) corrigendum 2
The VTU-R shall support G.998.4 Amendment 1 (to allow simultaneous functioning of G.INP and SRA)
both in upstream and downstream.
The VTU-R shall support G.998.4 Amendment 2 intra DTU block interleaver, i.e. with RS coding for
error correction (not only error detection).
The VTU-R shall support Layer 2 Ethernet encapsulation of the backchannel data defined in G.993.5
§7.4.1
The VTU-R shall support band plan 998 with (upstream) f0L = 25 kHz, f0H = 276 kHz and
(downstream) f1 = 276 kHz.
The VTU-R shall support band plan 998ADE17 with (upstream) f0L = 25 kHz, f0H = 276 kHz and
(downstream) f1 = 276 kHz.
The VTU-R shall support band plan 998 with (upstream) f0L = 25 kHz, f0H = 143 kHz and
(downstream) f1 = 276 kHz.
The VTU-R shall support band plan 998ADE17 with (upstream) f0L = 25 kHz, f0H = 143 kHz and
(downstream) f1 = 276 kHz.
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Recommended VDSL2 Vector functionalities
The VTU-R should support G.998.4 Amendment 2 Extended Memory for Enhanced Net Data Rates
with Vectoring. This is useful to overcome the net data rate limitations that are due to memory
limitations rather than physical constraints (attenuation and / or FEXT) and if all vectoring capable
VTU-R support this functionality, it will allow for more efficient DSL profile management by Belgacom
once it is possible to exploit these enhanced net data rates.
The VTU-R may support the monitor tones (bi=0, gi is not zero) in both for upstream and
downstream directions.
VDSL2 vector requirements are very likely to be updated when VDSL2 standardization
will continue to progress and Belgacom will gain field experience with the G.Vector mode.
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ANNEX A : Local loop characteristics
A telecom cable consists of a number of cores surrounded by a layer of insulating
material. The cores of such a cable are always grouped in pairs of conductors.
Cables in the local network are designed so as to ensure optimum transmission and
guarantee minimum mechanical resistance. For this reason, the description of cables
below consists of a section dealing with electrical characteristics and one dealing with
mechanical characteristics.
Mechanical characteristics
• The conductors of a local cable are round, full wires consisting of 98%–99% pure
electrolytic copper.
• A conductor is isolated by a layer of synthetic material (usually polyethylene).
• Most conductors have a 0.5 mm or 0.6 mm diameter with a maximum negative
variance of 0.01 mm and a positive variance of 0.03 mm.
• The set of conductors is covered by a waterproof extruded cable sheath (usually
polyethylene). Under normal circumstances, the cable is also longitudinally waterproof.
• The cable cores are arranged in a specific manner. The two conductors (e.g. of a
telephone circuit) must be arranged symmetrically in relation to all other conductors. For
this reason, conductors are twisted and placed in coaxial cylindrical layers (a basic unit
consists, for example, of four conductors twisted around one another and from which two
telephone circuits can be created; a cross section shows that these four conductors form
the corners of a square. The conductors located on two opposite angular points form a
pair).
Electrical characteristics
• Since the signals to be transmitted are changeable electrical voltages, the cable
conductor must be a good transmission medium for electrical signals. The important
elements are defined for a unit length of one kilometre and are called primary electrical
parameters of a conductor. These parameters are kilometre resistance R, kilometre
inductance L, kilometre capacity C and kilometre leakance G.




kilometre resistance R
*

kilometre resistance is the initial resistance of a one kilometre conductor pair
that is looped at the remote end; the value of this parameter is therefore the
resistance of a conductor with a length of two kilometres.
 R is 180 Ohm for a conductor diameter of 0.5 mm (at 20°C);
 R is 123 Ohm for a conductor diameter of 0.6 mm (at 20°C).

*

It should be noted that due to the skin effect, the alternating current
resistance is higher than the direct current resistance indicated above.

kilometre inductance L
*

In a symmetrical pair cable, conductors forming a pair lie very close to one
another; kilometre inductance L is therefore very low (approx. 0.5 mH per
kilometre).
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kilometre capacity C
*



The capacity between two conductors of the same pair can be measured
when the rest of the cable conductors are connected to each other and to an
equipotential point of a measuring device. The nominal value of kilometre
capacity C is situated between 38.5 nF/km and 50 nF/km at 800 Hz.

kilometre leakance G
*
*

kilometre leakance G depends on the frequency concerned and kilometre
capacity C. Theoretically, kilometre leakancy may be considered as
negligible.
G can roughly be calculated with the help of the following formula, in which k
has a value between 0.005 and 0.02 (ω = pulsation in rad/s):
G = k. ω . C



The insulation resistance of each conductor in relation to the rest of the conductors
(and any shielding) is at least 5,000 MΩ/km.
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